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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0162203A2] 1. Claims for contracting states AT, IT Method is conjunction with a control or regulation system for the speed of an internal
combustion engine in the case of idling via an electromechanical final control element, for controlling the air quantity or mass taken in by means of
an adaptation of the shape of a characteristic of the continuously operating final control element of the internal combustion engine by converting
the controlling variable (Qset , mset ) fed to the final control element (12, Id-ACT.) by the control or controller output into an adapted electrical
manipulated variable (tau) for the final control element in which the controlling variable (Qset , mset ) is combined multiplicatively and/or by
summation with at least one stored value (I1 , I2 ) influencing the offset and/or the slope of the characteristic of the final control element, the stored
values representing an output signal of in each case one control loop which is activated in the event of certain operating conditions and, from a
comparison of the controlling variable (Qset , mset ) with an actual measured value of the air-mass or air-quantity measuring device, generates the
output signal with which at least one of the stored values (I1 , I2 ) is altered to produce a relatively slight control deviation, the value thus altered
being stored at the temporal end of the particular operating condition. 1. Claims for contracting states DE, FR, GB Method is conjunction with a
control or regulation system for the speed of an internal combustion engine in the case of idling via an electromechanical final control element, for
controlling the air quantity or mass taken in by means of an adaptation of the shape of a characteristic of the continuously operating final control
element of the internal combustion engine by converting the controlling variable (Qset , mset ) fed to the final control element (12, Id-ACT.) by the
control or controller output into an adapted electrical manipulated variable (tau) for the final control element in which the controlling variable (Qset ,
mset ) is combined multiplicatively or by summation with at least one stored value (I1 , I2 ) influencing the offset and/or the slope of the characteristic
of the final control element, the stored values representing an output signal of in each case one control loop which is activated in the event of certain
operating conditions and, from a comparison of the controlling variable (Qset , mset ) with an actual measured value of the air-mass or air-quantity
measuring device, generates the output signal with which at least one of the stored values (I1 , I2 ) is altered to produce a relatively slight control
deviation, the value thus altered being stored at the temporal end of the particular operating condition, characterized in that an interlocking of offset
and slope adaptation takes place to the effect that, after each slope adaptation, an offset adaptation (Qset = Qactual ) first of all takes place before
another slope adaptation is enabled.
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